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Abstract— We present a verification environment for
imperative programs (using Hoare logic) and for func-
tional programs (using fixpoint theory) in the frame of the
Theorema system (www.theorema.org ). In particular,
we discuss some methods for finding the invariants of loops
and specifications of auxiliary tail recursive functions.
These methods use techniques from (polynomial) algebra
and combinatorics, namely Groebner bases, variable elim-
ination and symbolic summation (the Gosper algorithm,
the technique of generating functions). The methods are
demonstrated on several examples which have been treated
automatically by our implementation.

Index Terms— program analysis and verification, loop
invariant generation, theorem proving, symbolic summa-
tion

I. I NTRODUCTION

W E present a verification environment for imper-
ative programs (using Hoare logic [14]) and for

functional programs (using fixpoint theory) in the frame
of the Theoremasystem [3] (www.theorema.org ).
The Theoremasystem offers facilities for working with
higher-order predicate logic formulae (including various
general and domain-oriented provers). Our work aims to
enhance the system with a practical verification environ-
ment for functional and also for procedural programs.

In more detail, we have implemented and integrated
in the Theoremasystem averification condition gen-
erator (VCG). The VCG takes a program with pre-
and postcondition{P}c{Q}, which may be additionally
annotated with additional assertions and loop invariants.
The VCG produces aTheoremalemma containing a
collection of first order predicate logic formulae (i.e.
verification conditions), whose validity implies the cor-
rectness of the program.

In the context ofimperative languages, the generation
of verification conditions for loops needs additional in-
formation in the form of invariants, which are typically
given by the user together with the program text. In
order to automate the discovery of these inductive ar-
guments, we developed certain program transformation
schemes which allow the application of various com-
binatorial and algebraic methods: recurrence solving
(by the Gosper algorithm, generating functions and/or

handling geometric series), variable elimination, and
Groebner bases computation.

We also consider here the verification offunctional
programs, consisting of a main function (with its speci-
fication) and a tail recursive auxiliary function (without
specification). We present a method that generates [al-
most] automatically the specification of the auxiliary
function using algebraic techniques (solving coupled
linear recursive sequences with constant coefficients).
The specification is then used for generating the veri-
fication conditions for both the auxiliary and the main
functions, using the technique previously developed by
the authors (see e. g. [24], [22]). This technique is based
on the fixpoint theory [20], however the verification
conditions (including the termination condition) are first
order predicate logic formulae relative only to the theory
which is relevant for the program at hand.

The methods are implemented in theTheoremasys-
tem and are able to generate verification conditions
for various interesting examples. The conditions are
expressed in the language of predicate logic, in a human
readable format, and can also be immediately given to
the automatic provers ofTheoremain order to obtain
successful [or failed] proofs, which are also expressed
in a human readable way, thus providing either convinc-
ing arguments for correctness, either possible help for
debugging.

Our approach is practical and experimental: we try to
combine the available logical and algebraic techniques
in order to realize a usable and useful verification
environment.

A. Related work

I N the case of imperative programs, our method
follows the static approach(in contrast to the dy-

namic approach [7], [1], [5]). Because it operates on
the program text, this has the advantage that the re-
ported properties hold for any program run. We mention
two main research directions in this area. One is the
generation of invariants usingabstract interpretations,
widening and narrowing. In [28], [2] linear invari-
ants are generated by computing under- and over-
approximations of the reachable state set, using refined
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widening and narrowing and quantifier elimination.
Generation of non–linear invariants involving multipli-
cation becomes difficult with these methods, since non–
linear assertion manipulation is needed. Our method
uses techniques from combinatorics and polynomial
algebra which restrict the applicability of the method to
certain classes of recurrences and algebraic properties.
However, in these cases our method is able to generate
non-linear generate invariants also. An alternative to
the abstract interpretation strategy is the approach of
using Groebner basesin [26], [25], [21]. Here, the
invariant generation problem is translated to a (linear
or non–linear) constraint solving problem, after fixing
apriori the degree of a generic polynomial template. Our
approach does not need such apriori hypotheses.

Concerning verification of functional programs, the
main approaches (see e.g. [20], [19]) do not deal with
the problem of unspecified functions. Our method also
differs from the ones used in program verification tools,
which are either not dealing with recursion over the
reals, or they need explicitly to use the specification of
the program and the termination term (e.g. PVS – [13]).

II. I MPERATIVE PROGRAM VERIFICATION

W E generateinvariants for loops and use them
for producing verification conditions using the

weakest preconditionstrategy. Two cases of loops are
considered: loops with assignments only, and then loops
with conditional statements.

A. Verification Environment

In order to verify imperative programs, we automated
the Floyd/Hoare [14], [8] predicate transformer method:
the VCG repeatedly modifies the postconditionQusing
a predicate transformer that works recursively bottom-
up on the program textc , finally generating a logical
formula W, s.t.: {W}c{Q}. The verification conditions
consist inP⇒Wtogether with some additional formulae
generated for loops.

For instance, the following construct declares the
specification of the closest integer to the cubic root, and
a program for computing it (with inputa and outputr):

Example 2.1:

Specification [“CubicRoot”, CubicRoot[↓ a, ↑ r],
Pre →

(
(a ≥ 1) ∧ IsInteger[a]

)
,

Post →
((
r − 1

2

)3
< a <

(
r +

1

2

)3 ∧ (IsInteger[r])
)

]

Program [“CubicRoot”, CubicRoot[↓ a, ↑ r],
Module [{x, s},
x := a; r := 1; s := 13/4;

While [x− s > 0,

x := x− s; s := s+ 6 ∗ r + 3; r := r + 1]]].

Note that our imperative programming language con-
tains assignments, loops, and conditionals (see next
example). The constructModule declares the local
variables and the program text.

B. Loops with Assignments Only

We proceed as follows (for more details see [15]):
• Extract from the loop body the recursive assign-

ments of the loop variables that are changed during
the execution of the loop (critical variables). For
the example 2.1, these are:{

xk+1 = xk − sk
sk+1 = sk + 6 ∗ rk + 3
rk+1 = rk + 1

(1)

• Obtain the explicit expression for each critical
variable as a function of the loop counter, as
well as the non-critical variables. This is done by
solving the recurrence equations by combinatorial
methods, the concrete method being determined by
the type of dependencies between the equations:
the Gosper algorithm [11] or geometric series
manipulation for independent equations, and the
technique of generating functions[27] in the case
of mutual dependencies.
For the example 2.1, the recurrences can be solved
by using the Gosper algorithm. After substitution
of the initial values, the solution is:{

xk = a+ 1
4
− 1

2
(1 + k)

(
1
2

+ k + 2k2
)

sk = 1
4

+ 3 ∗ (k + 1)2

rk = 1 + k
. (2)

• Eliminate the loop counter, and thus obtain a
property that holds at each iteration. In the example
at hand, we obtain:(
s = 1

4
+ 3 ∗ r2

)
∧(

2 ∗ x = 1
2

+ 2 ∗ x− 3
2
∗ r + 3 ∗ r2 − 2 ∗ r3

) (3)

However, there might be some other properties (e. g.
inequalities) that are still needed in order to generate
the invariant. These have to be given by the user (using
the optionAssert ). In the case of example 2.1, the
user has to assert as an invariant property the formula:
x ≥ 1.

Further Examples. We have tested our algorithm
with a number of examples (see [18]). For instance, in
the case ofFibonacci numbers’ computation[16], [12],
by applying the technique of generating functions and
the Gosper algorithm, the generated invariant property
is: F = (φn−i+1− φ̂n−i+1)/

√
5 ∧ H = (φn−i+2−

φ̂n−i+2)/
√

5, where φ = (1 +
√

5)/2 and φ̂ is its
conjugate.
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C. Loops with Conditionals

The method proceeds as follows:
1) transform the loop having the conditional into a

pair of nested loops with assignments;
2) generate candidate polynomial invariant proper-

ties for the inner loops;
3) from the union of the candidate properties, select

the ones which fulfill the invariance property
(initial condition and inductiveness);

4) minimize the set of polynomials by applying
Groebner Bases.

At step 1, we use the following transformation rule:

{I ∧ b1} {I ∧ ¬b1}
While[b, While[b,
While[b ∧ b1′, c1; c2; c4]; While[b ∧ ¬b1′, c1; c3; c4];
While[b ∧ ¬b1′, c1; c3; c4]] While[b ∧ b1′, c1; c2; c4]]
{I ∧ ¬b} {I ∧ ¬b}

{I} While[b, c1; If [b1, c2, c3]; c4] {I ∧ ¬b}
,

where b1′ denotes the loop conditionb1 modified
by the assignments present inc1. (For a proof of
correctness for this transformation see [18].) When the
loop invariant property is obtained (at step 4), then VCG
is applied to the originalWhile code annotated with
the invariant produced by our method.

Example 2.2:Extended Euclidean Algorithm

Specification [“GCDExtend”, GCDExt[↓ x, ↓ y, ↑ G],

Pre →
(

(IsInteger[x, y]) ∧ (x > 0) ∧ (y > 0)
)

Post → (G = GCD[x, y] ∧ IsInteger[G])]

Program [“GCDExtend”, GCDExt[↓ x, ↓ y, ↑ G],

Module [{a, b, p, q, r, s},
a := x; b := y; p := 1; q := 0; r := 0; s := 1;

While [a 6= b,

If [a > b,

a := a− b; p := p− q; r := r − s,
b := b− a; q := q − p; s := s− r]],

G := a].

Step 1: By the rule above, we obtain two main
loops, each with two inner loops. For the first main
loop, let us assign the counterj to the main loop, and
j1, j2 to the inner loops.

Step 2: For each inner loop we create and solve
the recurrence equations of the critical variables by the
method presented in the previous subsection, using the
Gosper algorithm:

aj1 = aj − j1 ∗ bj
bj1 = bj
pj1 = pj − j1 ∗ qj
qj1 = qj
rj1 = rj − j1 ∗ sj
sj1 = sj

aj2 = aj1
bj2 = bj1 − j2 ∗ aj1
pj2 = pj1
qj2 = qj1 − j2 ∗ pj1
rj2 = rj1
sj2 = sj1 − j2 ∗ rj1

, (4)

which, after repeated substitutions and writing
a, b, d, y instead ofaj2 , bj2 , dj2 , yj2 (i.e. the final
values of loop variables), anda0, b0, d0, y0 instead of
aj , bj , dj , yj (i.e. the initial values of loop variables),
simplifies to:

a = a0 − j1 ∗ b0
b = b0 − j2 ∗ (a0 − j1 ∗ b0)
p = p0 − j1 ∗ q0
q = q0 − j2 ∗ (p0 − j1 ∗ q0)
r = r0 − j1 ∗ s0

s = s0 − j2 ∗ (r0 − j1 ∗ s0)

. (5)

Finally, the loop counters are eliminated, and 11
candidate polynomial invariants are obtained.

In the same manner we obtain the candidate
polynomial invariants for the second main loop.

Step 3: After eliminating the candidates which do
not satisfy the loop induction, we remain with:

b ∗ p− a ∗ q − b0 ∗ p0 + a0 ∗ q0 = 0,
b ∗ r − a ∗ s− b0 ∗ r0 + a0 ∗ s0 = 0,
q ∗ r − p ∗ s− q0 ∗ r0 + p0 ∗ s0 = 0,
−b ∗ p+ a ∗ q + b0 ∗ p0 − a0 ∗ q0 = 0,
−b ∗ r + a ∗ s+ b0 ∗ r0 − a0 ∗ s0 = 0,
−q ∗ r + p ∗ s+ q0 ∗ r0 − p0 ∗ s0 = 0.

(6)

Step 4: Groebner bases is computed (w.r.t. the loop
variables), and the minimal set of invariant polynomial
relations is obtained. After substituting the initial val-
ues, this is:

(p ∗ s− q ∗ r = 1) ∧ (b = q ∗ x+ s ∗ y) ∧
(a = p ∗ x+ r ∗ y) ∧ (x = a ∗ s− b ∗ r) ∧
(y = b ∗ p− a ∗ q)

. (7)

The full invariant of the loop is obtained in conjunction
with the non–algebraic invariant property that must be
asserted by the user:

(GCD[a, b] = GCD[x, y]) ∧ (a > 0) ∧ (b ≥ 0).

Using the asserted and the generated invariant proper-
ties, the verification conditions are generated automati-
cally as aTheoremalemma with three proof obligations
(see Fig. 1). These three formulae can be automatically
proven by theTheoremasystem.

Further Examples. We have tested our method with
various other examples. For instance, in the case of
Fermat’s algorithm for integer factorization[17] the
generated invariant is4∗N+4∗r+2∗u−u2−2∗v+v2 =
0; for LCM computation[6] the obtained invariant is
u ∗ x + v ∗ y − 2 ∗ a ∗ b = 0; for Wensley’s algorithm
for integer divisionthe generated invariant property is
−b + 1

2 ∗ d ∗ Q = 0 ∧ a ∗ d − d ∗ y ∗ Q = 0;
for a more complex case of branching whiles, such
as Manna’s Hardware Integer division algorithm[20],
the algorithm succeeds with the generated invariant
property (x2∗y3−y2 = 0)∧(x1∗y3 = y3∗(y1+x2∗y4))
for the loop with two conditionals, whereas for the loops
with assignments only the generated invariant property
is x2 ∗ y3 − y2 = 0.
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Lemma(GCDExtend):

for any: x, y,G, a, b, p, q, r, s

(WHILE.Inv)
(

(a 6= b) ∧ GCD[a, b] = GCD[x, y] ∧

(a > 0) ∧ (b ≥ 0) ∧ (p ∗ s− q ∗ r = 1) ∧
(b = q ∗ x+ s ∗ y) ∧ (a = p ∗ x+ r ∗ y) ∧

(x = a ∗ s− b ∗ r) ∧ (y = b ∗ p− a ∗ q)
)
⇒((

a > b⇒ GCD[b, a− b] = GCD[x, y] ∧ (a− b > 0) ∧

(b ≥ 0) ∧ ((p− q) ∗ s− q ∗ (r − s) = 1) ∧
(b = q ∗ x+ s ∗ y) ∧ (a− b = (p− q) ∗ x+ (r − s) ∗ y) ∧
(x = (a− b) ∗ s− b ∗ (r − s)) ∧
(y = b ∗ (p− q)− (a− b) ∗ q)

)∧(
a ≤ b⇒ GCD[a,−1 ∗ a+ b] = GCD[x, y] ∧ (a > 0) ∧

(b− a ≥ 0) ∧ (p ∗ (s− r)− (q − p) ∗ r+ = 1) ∧
(b− a = (q − p) ∗ x+ (s− r) ∗ y) ∧ (a = p ∗ x+ r ∗ y) ∧
(x = a ∗ (s− r)− (b− a) ∗ r) ∧

(y = (b− a) ∗ p− a ∗ (q − p))
))

(WHILE.Final)
(
¬(a 6= b) ∧ GCD[a, b] = GCD[x, y] ∧

(a > 0) ∧ (b ≥ 0) ∧ (p ∗ s− q ∗ r = 1) ∧
(b = q ∗ x+ s ∗ y) ∧ (a = p ∗ x+ r ∗ y) ∧

(x = a ∗ s− b ∗ r) ∧ (y = b ∗ p− a ∗ q)
)
⇒(

a = GCD[x, y] ∧ IsInteger[G]
)

(Init) IsInteger[x, y] ∧ (x > 0) ∧ (y > 0)⇒
(0 = 0) ∧ (GCD[x, y] = GCD[x, y] ∧ (x > 0) ∧ (y ≥ 0)

Fig. 1. Automatically generated verification conditions.

III. F UNCTIONAL PROGRAM VERIFICATION

T He Theoremasystem includes also an environment
for the verification of programs written in func-

tional style. The syntax of these programs is very similar
to the syntax of higher–order predicate logic, in fact we
look at these programs as being abbreviations of logical
formulae – see [3], with the additional convention that
each [conditional] equality is interpreted as a rewrite
rule from left to right.

In [22] we describe a method which generates verifi-
cation conditions for the total correctness of programs
of the form:

F [x] = If Q[x] then S[x] elseC[x, F [R[x]]]

and whose specification is given as pre– and post–
conditionsIF [x] andOF [x, y], respectively. The pred-
icate Q[x] and the functionsS[x], C[x, y] and R[x]
together with their specifications are assumed to be
known. (Note that functions with multiple arguments
also fall into this scheme, sincex may be a vector.) The
method produces three types of verification conditions,

all expressed in first-order predicate logic: (a) the ones
which express thecoherenceof the program (that is:
each function is called upon arguments which satisfy
the respective precondition); (b) the ones which insure
that the output of the main function satisfies the post-
condition; (c) the termination condition. Furthermore
we show in [23] that, for programs satisfying (a), the
conditions (b) and (c) are alsonecessary for total
correctness. (We call thiscompletenessof the method.)

In the current paper we approach the situation (often
encountered in practice) when the program consists
in a main function which uses an auxiliary recursive
function, and the specification is given only for the
main function, but not for the auxiliary one. In order
to generate the verification conditions in this situation,
we proceed in three steps: find a specification of the
auxiliary function; find the verification conditions for
the auxiliary function; find the verification condition of
the main function.

Let us consider the main program:

M [a] = Second[A[R[a], c]], (8)

where the auxiliary program forA is given as:

A[x, y] = If Q[x, y] then 〈x, y〉
elseA[a1x+ b1y + c1, a2x+ b2y + c2]. (9)

Here, by〈x, y〉 we mean the pair ofx andy, bySecond
the corresponding function on pairs,Q is one of the
predicates<, =, >, ≤, ≥, 6= andc, a1, b1, c1, a2, b2,
c2 are constants. Additionally, we are given the specifi-
cation ofM by a preconditionIM , and a postcondition
OM . We want to prove the total correctness ofM with
respect to the specification, that is:

∀a (IM [a]⇒ OM [a,M [a]]), (10)

and the program terminates on any argument satisfying
IM .

For illustrating the method, we follow an example
during the whole presentation. We have chosen a typical
example of a tail recursive function, which is taken from
[9] and has been used for demonstrating other program
verification tools. Letsqrt be the program (function)
(11) for computing an approximative square root from
a given real number. In other words, given a real number
a, sqrt[a] computes the integer number which is nearest
to
√
a.

sqrt[a] = Second[aux[a/2, 0]], (11)

where:

aux[x, r] = If x ≤ r then 〈x, r〉 elseaux[x−r, r+1],
(12)

The specification of (11) is as follows:

Presqrt −→ {a ∈ R ∧ a ≥ 2},
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Postsqrt −→ {sqrt[a] ∈ N ∧ | sqrt[a]−
√
a |≤ 1/2}.

(13)
The method proceeds as follows:
Step 1:Define a preconditionIA of A in the follow-

ing way:

∀x, y (IA[x, y]⇔ IAx[x] ∧ IAy[y]),

where

∀a (IAx[R[a]]⇔ IM [a]),

and IAy[y] is given by the “user” (that is, it is part of
the input to the verification problem), such that it holds
for the initial valuec: IAy[c].

In our example we obtain as a precondition ofaux:

Preaux −→ {x ∈ R ∧ x ≥ 1 ∧ r ∈ N}, (14)

wherer ∈ N is asserted manually.
The next step is devoted to finding a postcondition of

the auxiliary functionA. Intuitively, the postcondition
of a program should say what the program does and
this is what we are trying to conjecture now.

Step 2:Obtain automatically the postconditionOA of
A, based on solving coupled linear recursive sequences
with constant coefficients (see e.g. [12], Chapter 7). The
later one is implemented in Mathematica [29]. In more
details, this is done by solving first the recurrences:{

xn = a1xn−1 + b1yn−1 + c1
yn = a2xn−1 + b2yn−1 + c2

, (15)

and obtaining a closed form ofxn and yn depending
on x0, y0, a1, b1, c1, a2, b2 andc2 only.

We do not write the symbolic solution here, because it
would take about half a page. However, for the purpose
of our example we describe this in even more details.
Thus we consider now what (12) does for one step of
execution of the recursive loop. It takes〈x0, r0〉 and it
returns〈x1, r1〉, wherex1 = x0 − r0, andr1 = r0 + 1.
Here we assume that¬(x ≤ r), otherwise, we would
have said: zero steps of execution. Now we express this
transformation in a matrix form: x1

r1

1

 =

 x0 −r0

r0 +1
1

 =

=

 1 −1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

 x0

r0

1

 (16)

and

A1 =

 1 −1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

 ,

and we say thatA1 expresses one-step-execution. Now
we express what (12) does forn steps of execution of
the recursive loop:

An = (A1)n =

 1 −1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

n

=

=

 1 −n −(n− 1)n/2
0 1 n
0 0 1

 , (17)

hence forn steps〈x0, r0〉 is transformed into〈xn, rn〉,
where:xn = x0−nr0− (n−1)n/2 and rn = r0 +n,
which is the desired closed form expression.

Secondly, we find restrictions for termination on the
number of stepsn. For that we formulate the exit
condition, whenQ[xn, yn] at stepn and the non-exit
condition, when¬Q[xn−1, yn−1] at stepn− 1.

The exit and the non-exit conditions both are alge-
braic expressions (typically inequalities) involvingx0,
y0, c, a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2 andn only.

Now we form a system of the two algebraic expres-
sions and we solve it with respect ton and obtain a
solution of the form:n ∈ Interval1 ∪ Interval2 ∪ . . .
In the example, the exit and the non-exit conditions are
respectively:

x− nr − (n− 1)n
2

≤ r + n, (18)

x− (n− 1)r − (n− 2)(n− 1)
2

> r + n− 1, (19)

where, instead ofx0 and r0 we write simplyx and r.
After solving the system of inequations (18) and (19)
with respect ton and obtain:

−2r − 1 +
√

(2r − 1)2 + 8x
2

≤ n

n <
−2r + 1 +

√
(2r − 1)2 + 8x
2

. (20)

Thirdly, we prove existence and uniqueness ofn,
defined as such. The first one is equivalent to proving
termination ofA.

In the example, using (14) we obtain that√
(2r − 1)2 + 8x ≥ 0, and the length of the interval

wheren ranges is1 (left non-strict, right strict) and
0 < (−2r + 1 +

√
(2r − 1)2 + 8x )/2, i.e. the right

boundary point is non-negative. Hence, there exists
exactly one integern, obeying (20).

Fourthly, we expressn as a function ofx0 and y0

(henceforth instead ofx0 and y0 we write simply x
andy):

n[x, y] =
{

0 ⇐ Q[x, y]
κn∈N (n ∈ Interval1 ∪ . . . ) ⇐ o.w.

(21)
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whereκn∈N expresses the “such an n” quantifier. In the
example:

n[x, r] =



0 ⇐ x ≤ r

κn∈N


−2r−1+

√
(2r−1)2+8x

2 ≤ n

n <
−2r+1+

√
(2r−1)2+8x

2

 o.w.

(22)
Now, we conjecture the postcondition ofA, that is,

we define how we expect the functionA to perform:

PostA −→ {A[x, y] = 〈xn[x,y], yn[x,y]〉}. (23)

In the example:

Postaux −→ {aux[x, r] =

〈x−n[x, r]r− (n[x, r]− 1)n[x, r]
2

, r+n[x, r]〉}. (24)

After having conjectured the specification ofA we
now need to verify it. This we do by first generating
the verification conditions by the method introduced in
[22] and then proving each of them byTheorema.

Step 3: Generate automatically the verification con-
ditions which would ensure total correctness of the
auxiliary programA:

∀x, y (IA[x, y]⇒ OA[〈x, y〉, A[x, y]]), (25)

by obtaining and proving the corresponding verification
conditions, using the method introduced in [22].

In the example, we first generate the verification
conditions ofaux with respect to its specification (14),
(24). For simplifying the outlook of the next three
formulae, we write[n] instead ofn[x, r] and [n − 1]
instead ofn[x − r, r + 1]. The verification conditions
are as follows:

(∀x, r)(x ∈ R+ ∧ r ∈ N ∧ x ≤ r)⇒

⇒ (〈x, r〉 = 〈x− [n]r − ([n]− 1)[n]
2

, r + [n]〉) (26)

(∀x, r)(x ∈ R+ ∧ r ∈ N ∧ x > r)⇒

⇒ (x− r ∈ R+ ∧ r + 1 ∈ N) (27)

(∀x, r, b)(x ∈ R+ ∧ r ∈ N ∧ x > r) ∧ (a =

= 〈(x− r)− [n− 1](r + 1)− ([n− 1]− 1)[n− 1]
2

,

r + 1 + [n− 1]〉)⇒

⇒ (a = 〈x− [n](r)− ([n]− 1)[n]
2

, r + [n]〉) (28)

TerminationCondition.

In our case, (26) reduces to:

(∀x, r)(x ∈ R+ ∧ r ∈ N ∧ x ≤ r)⇒

⇒ n[x, r]2 + 2n[x, r]r − n[x, r] = 0 ∧ n[x, r] = 0,

which holds, becausen[x, r] = 0 if x ≤ r by the
definition ofn.

The formula (27) also holds, thanks to the properties
of R+ andN.

The formula (28) reduces to:

(∀x, r)(x ∈ R+ ∧ r ∈ N ∧ x > r)⇒

⇒ n[x, r] = n[x− r, r + 1] + 1,

which follows from the definition ofn.
For proving termination, one needs to ensure that for

any x0 and r0, obeying the precondition, there exist
n ∈ N, such thatxn ≤ rn (see [24]). Moreover, we are
able to compute the numbern = n[x0, r0], which also
gives, in fact, the computational complexity.

Step 4: Generate automatically the verification con-
dition which would ensure total correctness of the main
programM :

∀a (OA[〈R[a], c〉, A[R[a], c]]⇒

⇒ OM [a, Second[A[R[a], c]]]). (29)

Before going to the example, since this is the last
step, we give the reason, why this method is correct.
Indeed, formula (10) is a logical consequence of the
verification conditions obtained above. For anya:

IM [a]⇔ IAx[R[a]]⇔ IAx[R[a]] ∧T⇔

⇔ IAx[R[a]] ∧ IAy[c]⇔ IA[R[a], c],

and also from the correctness ofA we obtain:

IA[R[a], c]⇒ OA[〈R[a], c〉, A[R[a], c]]⇒

⇒ OM [a, Second[A[R[a], c]]]⇔ OM [a,M [a]].

Termination ofM is ensured by proving termination
of A, which is done when proving the verification
conditions ofA.

Going to the example, we verify the main function
aux. That is to prove:

∀a(a ∈ R+ ∧ a ≥ 2 ⇒ | sqrt[a]−
√
a |≤ 1/2), (30)

which reduces to

∀a(a ∈ R+∧a ≥ 2 ⇒ | n[a/2, 0]−
√
a |≤ 1/2). (31)
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By the definition ofn (21), we obtain:

n[a/2, 0] = κn∈N(a ≤ n2 + n ∧ a > n2 − n). (32)

Now, assume:

a ∈ R+ ∧ a ≥ 2 ∧ a ≤ n2 + n ∧ a > n2 − n, (33)

show:
| n−

√
a |≤ 1/2). (34)

The latter, however, cannot be proved. In fact, the
following counter example disproves it:

a = 6.2, n = 3 i.e. | 3−
√

6.2 |> 1/2. (35)

Thus, the verification fails, because one of the verifi-
cation conditions is not a tautology!

According to the completeness of the verification
method [23], if the verification fails, then the pro-
gram does not satisfy the specification. Indeed, the
counterexample above is also a counterexample for the
specification.

The only thing we could do is to change the program
or the specification. For instance, we may provide a new
precondition for the main functionaux:

Presqrt −→ {a ∈ N ∧ a ≥ 2},

and by repeating the verification process we see that
this new specification is fulfilled.

A. Applicability of the Method

The problem of verifying a program, without know-
ing its specification is undecidable in general. However,
in many particular cases it is possible. That is why, it
would be very natural to find classes of programs and
to develop specific methods for verification of programs
without having their explicitly defined specifications in
hand.

The method under study is applicable to programs
which may fit the program scheme defined by (8)
and (9), whereQ is a predicate of the form<,>,=,
≤,≥, 6= anda1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2 are constants. However,
the arities ofM andA may be bigger andSecond may
be replaced by any relatively simple function. As a very
important restriction, we point the fact that the recursive
call of A should be made to a linear combination
of the input values. It is so, because when obtaining
the closed form of the recursive transformation we
are solving coupled linear recursive sequences with
constant coefficients.

Nevertheless, this method succeeds in proving cor-
rectness of several interesting functions, e.g., finding
closest integer to a cubic root, printing consecutive
cubes, etc.

IV. D ISCUSSION

T He methods presented here work only on certain
classes of programs, and it also may appear that

they are far away from practical verification tools,
because the examples look very simple. Regarding the
former, we believe that in the case of formal verification
(which is anyway not possible in general), starting from
restricted classes of programs and trying to enlarge
these by using the gained experience has the potential
of producing more and more useful results. Regarding
the later, we noticed that in practical applications most
of the code consists in assignments and conditionals,
while the loops are relatively rare and also relatively
simple. The real difficulty (and also the main difference
between the model checking approach and the theorem
proving approach to verification) in generating tractable
verification conditions appears in the case of loops. In
fact, the examples of loops which we can already treat
with our methods are more complex than most of the
constructs which are typical for application programs.

A current limitation of our method is the necessity
of manually asserting the inequalities. We are currently
working on the generation of these type of invariants
using the method of cylindrical algebraic decomposition
[4].

Another further development is the use of our tech-
niques for the purpose of loop optimizations, which
may benefit from the recent methods introduced in [10]
(based on loop transformations like: fusion, alignment,
peeling and unrolling).

Finally let us mention that the example used in
Section 3 (on verification of functional programs) was
purposefully chosen to fail, because we want to demon-
strate the usefulness of our method in such situations
also. Indeed, most texts about program verification
present exercises on correct programs. However, in
practical situations, it is the failure which occurs more
often, until the program and the specifications are
completely debugged. It is therefore very important
for practical applications that the verification method
also gives a meaningful and helpful answer in these
situations. This is also consistent with the philosophy
of the provers implemented in theTheoremasystem:
they produce a detailed proof also in cases of failure,
and since the proofs are presented in natural (human
readable) style, the user can find the cause of the failure
and correct the situation. (For instance, a good prover
will also produce a counterexample when failing to
prove that the formula (34) follows from (33).)

V. CONCLUSIONS

COmbined with practically oriented versions of the
theoretical frames of Hoare logic and fixpoint the-

ory, Theoremaincludes a practical verification environ-
ment both for functional and for imperative programs.
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This environment creates verification conditions which
are proved by the provers ofTheorema, thus one obtains
readable arguments for the correctness of programs,
as well as useful hints for debugging. Moreover, it
demonstrates that the use of algebraic computations
(summation methods, variable elimination, Groebner
bases) is a promising approach to analysis of loops and
of tail recursive definitions.
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